
 Thursday Fleet races 2016  -  Sailing Instructions 
 

  06.05.2016/Susanne 

Course areas  
Keel boats: Outside Hanasaari  
Dinghies Course area A, west of Lauttasaari  
  
Courses 
J/80,H-boat, Skiff                     start -B-C-B-C-B-finish 
606, Lasers,                             start -A-C-A-C-A-finish 
 
Marks are buoys. Mark D may be a buy with a flag. 
If mark “A” is not laid, all classes sail the same course. 
If mark “C” is not laid, mark “D” shall be rounded 
instead. 
The number of laps may be signaled between the 
warning signal and start. The signal is made with a 
number (1, 2 or 3). If no number is shown, boat shall 
sail 2 laps. NOTE! Different classes may have 
different number of laps 
 

No signal is made when moving a mark (changes rule 33) 

  

  
Program First warning signal is 18.00. 3 races are planned each 

Thursday.  
 
Starting order and classflags 
 Keel boats     Dinghies 
J/80,H  flag D     Skiff  flag F 
606  flag E     Lasers flag G 
 
Starting procedure: changes RRS 26  

Three (3) minutes between starters: 
• 3 min before start:  Warning signal (class flag up and sound signal)  
• 2 min before start:  Preparatory signal (I or Black flag up and sound signal) 
• 1 min before start:  1 Minute signal (I or Black flag down and sound signal) 
• Start:    Start signal (class flag down, next class flag up, sound s.) 
 
Scoring Each Thursday is a separate regatta. No races will be discarded 
 A boat not finishing in 5 minutes after the first boat will be scored 

DNF.  
Results for the entire season are calculated. 

 
Change of Sailing Instructions 

Changes are posted on www.njk.fi/kappsegling/torsdagssegling and the 
noticeboard at Björkholmen no later than 17:00 on the Thursday they take 
effect. 
The Race committee may make temporary oral changes while afloat. The 
RC may combine classes in starts and change class flags while afloat, 
depending on the number of participating classes. 
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